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B'nai Mitzvah 
Journey

From Generation to Generation: Experience Israel and Share 
this Special Gift with the Next Generation

SOUTH: Float on the Dead 
Sea, tour the beautiful Ein Gedi 
Reserve with waterfalls and take 
a ride to the top of Masada.

B'NAI MITZVAH DAY: At the Old City at the Southern 
Wall excavations celebrate the Bar and Bat Mitzvah ceremonies 
together with our Rabbi. Descend passageways through the many 
layers of Jerusalem’s past at the time of the Temple through the 
Western Wall Tunnels, tour the Jewish Quarter, The City 
of David Museum, and Hezekiah’s Tunnel which still flows 
with water. Savor a biblical-style dinner in the hills of Judea in 
'Abraham's' tent and go on a desert camel ride.  

TIKKUN OLAM: Take time to give back by volunteering at 
Pantry Packers, packing healthy food bags to go out country-
wide to needy families. Close your visit with a meaningful Tree 
Planting Ceremony.

AMIEL TOURS was founded more than three decades ago as a family owned 
and operated incoming tourism company to Israel. It has become one of the 
most prominent and respected providers of travel services in the country. 
Amiel has been helping Americans and people worldwide to visit Israel for nearly 
40 years. At Amiel we specialize in customer service and customized travel.
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Encounter some of the most amazing sites in Israel 
during this meaningful time in your lives—Amiel makes 
Israel an exciting, full and enriching experience. 

NORTH: Begin your journey north visiting Caesarea, Acco, 
the grottos of Rosh Hanikrah. Enjoy a stay in the Galilee at a 
kibbutz hotel. See the Golan Heights, De Karina Chocolate 
Factory, and have a ‘wet and fun’ exciting adventure kayaking 
down the Jordan River. See the Mystical City of Safed, the 
center of the Kaballa movement. Visit the Joseph Caro and the 
Ha'Ari synagogues. Drive south towards Jerusalem stopping 
along the way at Beit Alpha to see magnificent mosaics. 

JERUSALEM: Commemorate your arrival to the heart 
of Judaism with a special Shehechiyanu ceremony to offer 
thanks for new and unusual experiences. Savor moments you 
will cherish with a most special Shabbat evening service at 
the Kotel and a festive Shabbat dinner with Lone Soldiers 
as your special guests. Learn at Yad Vashem, the Children's 
Pavilion, and the Herzl Vision Museum. Enjoy a fun evening 
on Ben-Yehuda Street and experience the night life of a modern 
and young Jerusalem. Visit Latrun, and get in touch with history 
at an exciting archaeological dig at Beit Guvrin. 
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